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Compromised Account 
Workshop
Detect and defend against unauthorized use of your accounts  

Bad actors are increasing their attempts to gain access to 
company information through individual accounts. The strategy, 
after all, works and can be quite profitable. But Proofpoint is here 
to help.

Our special Compromised Account Workshop helps protect your organization 
from this kind of vulnerability. It covers Proofpoint best practices for detecting 
and alerting you to compromised accounts. It also provides guidance for how to 
respond to them when you find them.

Who Facilitates the Workshop
The Proofpoint Professional Services Team facilitates the workshop. This team 
includes some of the world’s leading mail experts. It has helped more than 1,500 
organizations around globe evolve their mail architectures. Our clients include 
some of the smallest companies to some of the world’s largest, including Microsoft 
and Google G Suite customers. We have helped these companies improve their 
security postures. With extensive hands-on experience leading customers through 
major security implementations, our consultants can offer invaluable insight on 
compromised accounts. 

Key Benefits
• Get trained in best practices for 

detecting and responding to 
compromised accounts

• Leverage the knowledge and 
expertise of some of the world’s top 
security experts

• Learn about common attack vectors, 
motives behind these kinds of attacks 
and what to expect when an account 
has been compromised
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Proofpoint, Inc. (NASDAQ: PFPT) is a leading cybersecurity and compliance company that protects organizations’ greatest assets and biggest risks: their people. With an integrated suite of cloud-based 
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LEARN MORE
For more information, visit proofpoint.com.

What to Expect from this Workshop 
The workshop involves three phases. This section describes each of them.

Engagement planning
Your Proofpoint Professional Services Consultant will facilitate the kick-off and 
planning meetings. Together we will review the scope of the workshop. You will 
also discuss your current prevention, detection and remediation strategies for 
account compromise. And we will review customer requirements and planned use 
of features and functions.

Facilitated workshop
An agenda for a typical facilitated workshop is to the left. 

The workshop is delivered in a half- or full-day session. And it can be given 
remotely or at your location. 

We will review Proofpoint threat data related to account compromises. We will 
also introduce approaches for prevention, detection and remediation. And we will 
develop a plan for improving all of them.

Postworkshop documentation 
The Proofpoint consultant will provide a written summary of recommendations for 
combating compromised accounts. 

What Is Required of You
Your team’s commitment throughout the process is needed to ensure success. 

Before the workshop, identify the key stakeholders in this process. These 
stakeholders may include technical influencers and members of the leadership 
team. At a minimum, this typically includes management sponsors and technical 
leads from messaging and security teams. Other common stakeholders include 
identity management or directory services teams and service owners.

Agenda 
• Threat Landscape: Compromised 

Accounts
 - Where is this happening?
 - What’s motivating the bad actors?
 - What to expect when bad actors 
have stolen credentials

 - Common attack vectors
• How to detect and respond to account 

compromise
• Steady state recommendations/on-

going protective measures

https://www.proofpoint.com/us

